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Problem 7.1 – Quantum states of a single-mode field (8 points)
Consider a single mode (ladder operators a, a†, frequency !) of the quantized
radiation field. In the lecture, we have encountered the Fock (or number) states
|n!. You have also heard of the Boltzmann (or thermal) states (density operator
"̂T ) which is a “classical mixture” of number states. Next in this list are the
Glauber (or coherent) states |#! (# is a complex number) which are defined as
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(i) Check the eigenvalue relation a|#! = #|#! and compute the average photon
number #n̂! and its standard deviation !n. Make a parametric plot of !n/#n̂!
for these three states as a function of #n̂!.

(ii) The coherent state is not stationary: show that it evolves as |#(t)! =
|# e!iωt!.

(iii) In many applications, the phase of the number # is not known. Taking
this ignorance seriously, one should introduce the density operator (why?)
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|r eiθ!#r eiθ|. (7.2)

Show that this density matrix is diagonal in the number state basis and that it
has the same average photon number and variance as each of its “representa-
tives” |r eiθ!.

(iv) [3 bonus points] Make a parametric plot of the entropy of the thermal
state and of the “phase-averaged coherent state” [Eq.(7.2)] vs the average pho-
ton number.

Problem 7.2 – A virtual photon cloud around an atom (6 points)
As a variation to the calculation of spontaneous emission, consider the states
|g, vac! and |e, 1kλ! and a coupling between atom and field without making the
resonance (or rotating-wave) approximation:
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where Ek is the electric field per photon. (i) Compute the matrix elements of
Hint between these states.

(ii) Calculate in stationary (i.e., conventional) first-order perturbation the-
ory the eigenstate |'(g, vac)! that connects for Hint % 0 to the ground state
|g, vac! and compute its average photon number. Can you give a ‘spectral ex-
pansion’ of this photon number? What about the convergence at low and high
frequencies?

Problem 7.3 – Homodyne detection (8 points)
A beamsplitter is a useful tool to “mix” different radiation modes:
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The simplest case is a 50/50 splitter with t = t$ = 1/
"

2 and r$ = $r = 1/
"

2.
(i) Show that the relative phase between r and r$ is needed to ensure that the
two outputs a$1 and a$2 are independent bosonic operators.

(ii) Feed the input mode a1 with a “system mode” a(t) and the input mode
a2 with a coherent state |#o(t)! of large amplitude (|#o(t)|2 & #a†(t)a(t)!). Cal-
culate to the orders O(|#o(t)|2) and O(#o(t)) the output mode operators and
the average photon numbers. Check that with a suitable choice of the phase of
#o(t), one can measure the quadrature operators

Xθ =
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eiθa + e!iθa†& . (7.4)

(iii) A useful technique to analyze the quantum state of the system mode
is to take the difference of the two output photon numbers and to measure its
correlation spectrum. Identify from Question (ii) the operators for the photon
numbers n̂$1(t) and n̂$2(t) and calculate the expectation values

#n̂!(t)!, #n̂!(t)n̂!(t$)!, n̂!(t) = n̂$1(t)$ n̂$2(t). (7.5)

You can use that for a coherent state, #o(t) = #o e!iωot.
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